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1- A................. protects your right to use a design. 

a- copyright              b- design patent            c- trademark      d- property 

2- A ........... protects original works of authorship.. 

a- copyright              b- design patent            c- property          d- trademark 

3- A.......... protects the ornamental design elements of a functional object.  

a- copyright              b- design patent            c- property          d- trademark 

4- The copyright protection depends on  .......... 

a- type of design       b- way it is used            c- none of them   d- both of them  

5- A ................ design is any word or icon that represents a company's name.  

a- copyright              b- design patent            c- property          d- trademark 

6- A trademark gives you ........ over its use and allows you to use it across the 

country. 

a- priority                b- minority                       c- disability        d- shortage   

7- You ......... use an image already registered as a trademark. 

a- can                       b- cannot                          c- able                  d- ability 

8- With a copyright, your design has some protection, but. ........... 

a- enough                 b- equal                            c- not enough      d- unequal  

9- If you don't register the trademark, you can only use it in your...........  

a- industry               b- local area                     c- none of them   d- both of them  

10- A registered trademark has a ....... attached to it.  

a- date                     b- name                            c- height                    d- weight 

11- Water ……… at 100 C°. 

a- boil                    b- boils                         c- is boiling                 d- has boiled 

12- We can’t afford our car, so we ……… it. 

a- sell                   b- sold                         c- are selling                 d- were selling 

13- I ……… dinner with some friends at 8 o’clock yesterday evening. 

a- was having                   b- had                           c- have              d- have had 

14- The boys ……… their homework before they went to the cinema. 

a- do                   b- will do                           c- are doing              d- had done 

15- My friend ……… her hair every other day or so. 

a- wash                    b- washes                         c- is washing                 d- washed 

16- The report is due next week but I ……… yet. 

a- will finish             b- didn’t finish          c- haven’t finished      d- don’t finish 
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17- At 10 o’clock tomorrow, Sarah will be in her office. She ……… . 

a- will be working           b- is working        c- was working              d- will work 

18- I wonder why she …….. so serious these days! She isn’t really like that. 

a- is                       b- was being                      c- was                        d- is being 

19- I don’t approve for her behavior. She ………. angry all the time. 

a- is                       b- is being                      c- was                        d- was being 

20- Some of the fruit in the bowl …….. rotten. 

a- do                        b- does                          c- is                            d- are 

21- Half of the students in the class …….. Arabic students. 

a- has                       b- have                         c- is                           d- are  

22- Each boy in the class ……… his own notebook.  

a- is                         b- has                           c- are                         d- have 

23- There ……… any letters in the mail for you today. 

a- aren’t                  b- isn’t                         c- don’t                      d- doesn’t 

24- Statistics ……. a branch of mathematics.  

a- has                      b- have                         c- is                            d- are 

25- The united states ........ big. 

a- has                      b- have                         c- is                            d- are 

26- Diabetes .......... a dangers illness. 

a- has                         b-is                            c- are                         d- have 

27-  Eight hours of sleep .......... enough. 

a- has                         b-is                            c- are                         d- have 

28- Each boy of our class ........... here.  

a- has                         b- have                      c- are                         d- is  

29- I got every ........ in the market. 

a- apple                     b- apples                   c- rice                        d- oil 

30- He got several ........... . 

a- book                      b- books                    c- rice                        d- furniture          

31- She bought too much ........... . 

a- necklaces              b- stamps                  c- rice                        d- tools 

32- The news ............ interesting.  

a- have                      b- has                         c- are                        d- is 

33- The police .......... been called. 

a- have                      b- has                         c- are                        d- is 

34- The rich ......... richer. 

a- is                           b- gets                        c- are                        d- get 
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35- The English ............. tea. 

a- drinks                   b- drink                     c- is                           d- are  

36- The underlined letters in talked will be pronounced ……. 

a- /t/                       b- /d/                               c- /id/                        d- /it/  

37- The underlined letters in cleaned will be pronounced ……. 

a- /t/                       b- /d/                               c- /id/                        d- /it/  

38- The underlined letters in wanted will be pronounced ……. 

a- /t/                       b- /d/                               c- /id/                        d- /it/  

39- The underlined letter in songs will be pronounced ……. 

a- /c/                       b- /z/                               c- /iz/                        d- /s/  

40- The underlined letter in seeds will be pronounced ……. 

a- /c/                       b- /z/                               c- /iz/                        d- /s/  

41- The underlined letters in dishes will be pronounced ……. 

a- /c/                       b- /z/                               c- /iz/                        d- /s/  

42- The underlined letters in thin will be pronounced ……. 

a- /θ/                       b- /t/                               c- /s/                        d- /h/  

43- The underlined letters in father will be pronounced ……. 

a- /θ/                       b- /t/                               c- /s/                        d- /ð/  

44- The underlined letters in phone will be pronounced ……. 

a- /p/                       b- /ʧ/                               c- /f/                        d- /v/  

45- The underlined letters in sheet will be pronounced ……. 

a- /ʃ/                       b- /ʧ/                               c- /t/                        d- /ɦ/  

46- The underlined letters in cheap will be pronounced ……. 

a- /ʃ/                       b- /ʧ/                               c- /t/                        d- /ɦ/  

47- The underlined letters in accurate will be pronounced ……. 

a- /c/                       b- /s/                               c- /cc/                        d- /k/  

48- The underlined letters in what will be pronounced ……. 

a- /w/                       b- /h/                               c- /wh/                     d- /hw/  

49- The underlined letter in measure will be pronounced ……. 

a- /ʃ/                       b- /dʒ/                               c- /s/                        d- /ʒ/  

50- The underlined letter in joke will be pronounced ……. 

a- /ʃ/                       b- /dʒ/                               c- /s/                        d- /ʒ/  

51- The underlined letter in yes will be pronounced ……. 

a- /ʃ/                       b- /dʒ/                               c- /j/                        d- /y/  

52- The underlined letters in enough will be pronounced ……. 

a- /p/                       b- /ʧ/                               c- /f/                        d- /v/  
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53- The underlined letters in queen will be pronounced ……. 

a- /c/                       b- /cc/                               c- /q/                        d- /k/  

54- The underlined letter in rose will be pronounced ……. 

a- /c/                       b- /z/                               c- /iz/                        d- /s/  

55- The underlined letters in nature will be pronounced ……. 

a- /ʧ/                       b- /ʃ/                               c- /t/                        d- /ɦ/  

56- The underlined letters in charity will be pronounced ……. 

a- /ʃ/                       b- /ʧ/                               c- /t/                        d- /ɦ/  

57- The underlined letters in needed will be pronounced ……. 

a- /t/                       b- /d/                               c- /id/                        d- /it/  

58- The underlined letters in clapped will be pronounced ……. 

a- /t/                       b- /d/                               c- /id/                        d- /it/  

59- The underlined letters in mixes will be pronounced ……. 

a- /c/                       b- /z/                               c- /iz/                        d- /s/  

60- The underlined letter in sears will be pronounced ……. 

/s/  -/iz/                        d -/z/                               c -b/c/                        -a
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 فقط  مسموح بالإجابه فى هذه الورقه                                                            (A)نموذج             

 

1 A B C D 

2 A B C D 

3 A B C D 

4 A B C D 

5 A B C D 

6 A B C D 

7 A B C D 

8 A B C D 

9 A B C D 

10 A B C D 

11 A B C D 

12 A B C D 

13 A B C D 

14 A B C D 

15 A B C D 

16 A B C D 

17 A B C D 

18 A B C D 

19 A B C D 

20 A B C D 

21 A B C D 

22 A B C D 

23 A B C D 

24 A B C D 

25 A B C D 

26 A B C D 

27 A B C D 

28 A B C D 

29 A B C D 

30 A B C D 

31 A B C D 

32 A B C D 

33 A B C D 

34 A B C D 

35 A B C D 

36 A B C D 

37 A B C D 

38 A B C D 

39 A B C D 

40 A B C D 

41 A B C D 

42 A B C D 

43 A B C D 

44 A B C D 

45 A B C D 

46 A B C D 

47 A B C D 

48 A B C D 

49 A B C D 

50 A B C D 

51 A B C D 

52 A B C D 

53 A B C D 

54 A B C D 

55 A B C D 

56 A B C D 

57 A B C D 

58 A B C D 

59 A B C D 

60 A B C D 
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